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Clarification Is Necessary 
It would be a good thing for all 

concerned if the Office of Price Ad- 
ministration could get the gas rate 
increase, as ordered by a majority 
of the Public Utilities Commission, 
into court For if any case ever 
required clarification by separate 
Judicial examination, this one does. 

There are at least two distinct 
Issues involved. One is whether the 
gas rate increase is justified by the 
facts, as determined by the commis- 
sion’s majority. The other is 
whether there should be any increase 
in public utility rates, regardless of 
the justification, in view of the new 
anti-inflation and stabilization pro- 
gram of the National Government. 

The commission majority consid- 
ered both issues. It held that the 
facts justified an increase in rates 
and that such an increase would 
have no inflationary tendencies. 
Commissioner Hankin has vigorously 
dissented from both findings, his 
dissent going beyond any formal 
disagreement with facts or reasoning 
and seriously reflecting upon the 
competency of his colleagues and 
their conduct of the proceedings. 
In view of the OPA’s evident agree- 
ment with Commissioner Hankin’s 
conclusions, there should be some 

judicial review of the case. 

During the hearings on the case, 
the OPA representative opposed the 
rate increase as inflationary. In its 
decision the commission majority 
said that the rate increase would 
result in an average increase of three 
cents per month per customer, a total 
increase of 2.28 per cent in excess of 
rates for the preceding year, and that 
the cost of living in the District would 
be increased by 1 37th of 1 per cent. 
"We cannot conceive that such an 
Increase would have material infla- 
nonary tendencies, tne decision 
said. 

In his letter to the OPA directing 
that effort be made to stay the in- 
crease and reopen the case, Director 
of Economic Stabilization Byrnes does 
not suggest that the rate increase is 
inflationary but does suggest that it' 
may be contrary to the national 
stabilization program. If, in view 
of the background of this case, that 
is correct, a decision to that effect 
would have extraordinary ramifica- 
tions in all public utility regulation 
and it is important that the matter 
be definitely cleared up. 

Gamaliel Bradford 
President Roosevelt, quoting from 

"Lee, the American,” indirectly paid 
a compliment to the gifted author 
of that classic book. It is unlikely 
that many of the White House corre- 

spondents to whom he was speaking 
remembered Gamaliel Bradford per- 
sonally. Few, if any, of them were 
familiar with the great Confederate 
leader’s pretended willingness to 
yield his responsibilities to newspa- 
per critics. All the more reason, 
then, why a literary masterpiece in 

1 

which, as the Chief Executive said, 
there is "a lot of good stuff” for 
present-day reading, should be re- 
called to their attention. It was the 
work of a writer well acquainted with 
the seemingly inevitable difference 
In view's between military com- 

manders and journalists, yet one who 
appreciated to the full, on that very 
account, the practical utility of a 

free press in time of w'ar. 

Mr. Bradford himself was an Amer- 
ican of considerable distinction. 
Eighth in direct descent from William 
Bradford, Governor of Plymouth 
Colony, he w'as born in Boston, Octo- 
ber 9, 1863. His father was a banker 
nrVin rpfirpH at. 37 t.n Hpvnt.p his t.alpnt.c 

as a publicist to a lifelong war on 

Imperialism, centralization, unsound 
theories of public finance and polit- 
ical corruption. Thi future biogra- 
pher of “Marse Robert” grew up in 
a ^household whose head made a 

vocation of penning thousands of 
letters to the editors of the Boston 
Evening Transcript, the New York 
Evening Post, Times and Tribune and 
other important daily journals of 
news and opinion. It was natural 
that the son should follow the parent, 
and he did. Within a few days of 
his death, April 11, 1932, he was 

addressing communications to the 
V press. 

Meanwhile, beginning with a vol- 
ume of essays on ‘‘Types of American 
Character” published in 18£5, Mr. 
Bradford produced 2,000 poems, eight 
novels, several plays, biographies of 
Batnuel Pepys, Charles Darwin, 
Dwight L. Moody and a long list of 
other worthies. His researches con- 

cerning Robert E. Lee required 14 
years of painstaking labor. Out of 
his studies he also created “Con- 
federate Portraits” and “Union Por- 
traits” which are monuments to 

his own genius as well as to the 
majority of his subjects. Gradually, 
he developed a theory of appraisal 
of human experience which he be- 
lieved could be applied to any indi- 
vidual/ He sought to discover and 
judge the spiritual values of men 
and women in their deeds and words. 
His “Naturalist of Souls” was an 
innovation which inspired countless 
imitators, some of whom, as might 
be anticipated, misunderstood him 
completely. 

One of the common errors about 
him was the notion that Mr. Brad- 
ford cared only about the past. The 
contrary, however, was the truth. 
He was a “typewriter strategist” all 
his days. During a large • part of 
his career he earned his bread as 
an editorial contributor to the 
Boston Herald. 

Another Flood 
The Potomac River flood, which 

is scheduled to reach its peak of 
something under eighteen feet 
today, is merely the latest of many 
such freshets which originate in the 
area above Cumberland, Maryland, 
and sweep down the valley, leaving 
death and great property destruction 
in their wake. 

The earliest recorded flood oc- 
curred in 1779, and was described 
as being of exceptional severity and 
duration. It was during this flood 
that the pent-up water cut a new 
channel through the Virginia low- 
lands across from Georgetown, form- 
ing what came to be known as Ana- 
lostan Island. During the succeeding 
century and a half the river overran 
its banks every few years, the extent 
of damage varying with the height 
of the water. 

Probably there are still manv ner- 

sons in Washington who remember 
the great flood of 1889, when Penn- 
sylvania avenue was under water 
throughout most of the downtown 
district. This was also the year of 
the famous Johnstown flood, which 
caused such heavy loss of life. 

The present flood seems com- 
parable to that in the spring of 1926, 
when the river rose to approximately 
the same level expected to be reached 
today. Following this inundation of 
six years ago, various enterprises 
looking toward a comprehensive' 
system of flood control were started. 
Some work was done to protect 
low-lying areas around the city 
and a survey of the upper river 
valley was begun. But, as the present 
rise of the river shows, no adequate 
controls were installed, and until this 
is done there will be no reason to 
suppose that this will be the last of 
the Potomac’s rampages. 

German Economic Strength 
Britain’s Ministry of Economic 

Warfare is a thoroughly competent 
organization. As its title indicates, 
its mission is to carry the fight to 
the Axis enemy on the economic 
front. To do this, the ministry has 
access to all possible information in 
its field, and its record proves that it 
is onto its job. Its public pronounce- 
ments, therefore, should be consid- 
ered authoritative. 

These facts should be borne in 
mind when considering its current 
appraisal of Germany’s economic 
situation on the eve of the fourth 
winter of the war, because the min- 
istry’s report demolishes a lot of 
wishful thinking concerning the 
Reich’s internal situation. The report 
states flatly that the Germans are 
still masters of their economic fate’. 
Indeed, with one exception, the 
Reich’s economic situation looks bet- 
ter than it was last autumn. That 
exception is a manpower shortage, 
due to the tremendous casualties 
.auueiea on me eastern iront, which 
hinders Germany from fully ex- 
ploiting her rich Russian conquests. 

Despite this severe handicap, how- 
ever, the general economic picture is 
brighter for the Reich than it was 
last October. Then, it looked as if 
Berlin "were in for all kinds of 
crises,” but the Nazi regime adopted 
an economic policy similar to its 
military strategy—concentration on 
a few key objectives, and a general 
tightening up of the domestic econ- 
omy in order to attain them. The 
report predicts that the coming win- 
ter will not be as hard on the Axis 
armies on the Russian front, since 
they will be well prepared for the 
ordeal. Of course, this means gen- 
eral stringency on the home front, 
which can be intensified by mass 
Allied bombings and the unseen yet 
ceaseless economic strangulation 
applied by the British naval block- 
ade. But the report does not indi- 
cate the likelihood of any cracking 
of the home front this coming winter 
due to economic overstrain. 

During the coming winter Ger- 
many will concentrate on four main 
objectives. These are listed as: (1) 
holding firm on the eastern front; 
(2) strengthening the defense sys- 
tem of Western Europe; (3) piling up 

tuc a campaigns, 
(4) intensifying the production of 
airplanes and U-boats. The ministry 
says that Germany has the economic 
strength to attain all of them. 

Along the same line are the find- 
ings of oar own Captain “Eddie” 
Rickenbacker, just home from an 
official survey trip to England on the 
air situation. One of our outstand- 
ing authorities on such matters, Cap- 
tain Rickenbacker gives an en- 
couraging estimate of the long-run 
prospects in the air. Already the 
Allies have the edge in Western 
Europe and “the trend is entirely in 
our favor.” But, he warns, “the 
European theater will remain an air 
theater until we have secured su- 

periority over the German air force 
and paralyzed the production capac- 
ity of the German aircraft industry.” 

Taken together, those two reports 
pretty well discount either an immi- 
nent German collapse or the lmme- 

diate opening of a European second 
front on a major scale. The wisest 
attitude is to settle down to the hard 
fact that the enemy is still powerful 
and that the road ahead is presum- 
ably a long and difficult one. Wishful 
thinking merely invites disappoint- 
ments and disillusionments which 
tend to confuse our mental processes 
and weaken our will to ultimate vic- 
tory. The enemy is tough. It will 
take our best to beat him. 

Paintbrush Controversy 
The incompatibility of certain 

union regulations with the necessi- 
ties of war has been brought into 
sharp focus through a recent ruling 
by Circuit Judge George E. Holt of 
Miami, Florida. 

Judge Holt’s ruling was issued in 
the case of an attempt to impose 
heavy union fines on members of 
Miami Local 365, Brotherhood of 
Painters, Decorators and Paper 
Hangers of America. Twenty mem- 

bers of the local were engaged in 
painting 137 buildings at an impor- 
tant Army base near Miami, their 
contract calling for the use of 
brushes. Anxious to speed up the 
work so that the base could be put 
into service, Army officials asked that 
spraying machines be used on the 
job instead of brushes. The painters 
agreed to use the faster method after 
they had been assured by the con- 
tractor that they would be protected 
against union penalties, and when 
the union threatened to fine the men 

$600 a day for violation of union 
regulations, a suit for an injunction 
to forbid this punishment was filed. 

In granting a permanent restrain- 
ing order, Judge Holt took the posi- 
tion that the contract provisions 
calling for the slower and more costly 
method of brush painting were not 
binding because they interfered with 
the effective prosecution of the war. 

And, he added, the painters who de- 
fied their union by using the spray 
machines were “loyal and patriotic.” 

Counsel for the AFT, with which 
the painters’ union is affiliated, took 
vigorous exception to the judge’s 
ruling. To grant such an injunction, 
the AFL attorney contended, would 
mark the first time in history that a 
court “had interfered with the in- 
ternal workings of a union,” and he 
promised that the case would be car- 
ried to the Suprenje Court. 

It remains to be ^en how that 
tribunal will treat the matter, should 
Judge Holt’s ruling come before it 
for review. But it may be observed 
without hesitation that the AFL will 
find little support in the court of 
public opinion if it insists, at this 
time, on punishing those of its mem- 
bers who want to contribute to the 
winning of the war by discarding 
time-wasting and work-spreading 
methods when requested to do so by 
the military authorities. 

Ill Advised Attitude 
It is unfortunate th^t the National 

Housing Authority has adopted a 

threatening attitude in presenting 
its statement of the urgent need for 
additional housing facilities for war 
workers. There is no doubt, of 
course, as to the existence of an 
actual and pressing need for these 
facilities, but the wisdom of attempt- 
ing to secure them through the use 
of threats is dubious, to say the least. 

As announced by John B. Bland- 
ford, housing administrator, the pro- 
gram calls for the acquisition of ac- 
commodations by voluntary methods 
so far as possible. Compulsion will 
be used, he said, if this proves in- 
adequate. 

According to an NHA announce- 

ment, the Government plans to lease 
desired properties at a fair rental 
and alter them to meet the needs of 
the war workers. Owners, it was 
said, will be permitted to occupy 
part of the converted structures, if 
necessary, and after the war the 
properties, presumably as altered, 
will be returned. All of this is to be 
attempted on a voluntary basis. But, 
according to Mr. Blandford, “if this 
does not yield a sufficient amount of 
necessary housing on time, we shall 
be forced to recommend the com- 

pulsory use of available private 
facilities.” And, he added, plans to 
put these compulsory measures into 
effect, if necessary, already are being 
formula fpri 

From the standpoint of enlisting 
public co-operation, this is a most 
unfortunate presentation of the NHA 
program. In effect, private owners 
are told that they can choose be- 
tween surrendering their properties— 
on time—under conditions laid down 
by the Government, or face the al- 
ternative of having them taken away 
by The Government. And this from 
an agency which was supposed to 
provide housing facilities for., war 
workers, but which has done a very 
poor job of it. 

The NHA is the successor to a 
variety of agencies which supposedly 
have been at work for two years to 
provide war housing. Last January 
21 Congress appropriated $600,000,000, 
half of which was to be spent for 
living quarters, but very little of this 
has been translated into housing. 
After two years of activity, according 
to the latest figures, 174,483 units are 
occupied or ready for occupancy, 
182.739 are still under construction, 
and 131,288 are still in the planning 
stage. 

Undoubtedly, the NHA is not ex- 

clusively responsible for this poor 
showing. But the Government, 
through one agency or another, is 
wholly responsible, and it would 
seem that under these circumStances 
there would be some hesitancy in 
attempting, by threats, to “pass the 
buck” to private property owners. If 
the NHA, because of past failures for 
which it is in part responsible, must 
now look to private owners for the 
solution to its problem, it would be 
well advised to use conciliatory rather 
than coercive tactics. 
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Of Stars, Men 
And Atoms 

Notebook of Science Progress 
In Laboratory, Field 
And Study 

By Thomas R. Henry. 
The most potent drug in creation—a 

growth substance so powerful that its 
effects are felt in such minute amounts 
as one part in 500,000,000,000—soon may 
be cheap and plentiful. 

This is biotin—now given the formida- 
ble name of 2-keto-3-4-imidazolido-2-tet- 
rahydrothiophenavaleric acid — a mem- 

ber of the vitamin B complex, which 
naturally occurs in human liver and kid- 
neys, can be extracted from milk, eggs 
and molasses, and probably is essential 
to animal life. 

Up to now it has been the rarest, cost- 
liest, and one of the most mysterious 
substances known to man. It would cost 
about $4,000,000 an ounce, but only a few 
thousandths of an ounce ever have been 
produced. Final determination of its 
chemical structure recently has been 
announced by Dr. Vincent Du Vigneaud, 
professor of bio-chemstry at Cornell 
University. This was the great hurdle 
to be crossed before it would be possible 
to synthesize biotin out of common 

chemicals/ 
The functions it serves in animal life 

are unknown but physiologists, impressed 
by its extreme potency, are certain that 
these must be extremely important and 
the substance may be a keystone of the 
basic processes of living. At present only 
two effects are known. Rats fed large 
amounts of white of eggs rapidly de- 
velop a fatal skin disease. They can be 
cured by ultra-microscopic traces of 
biotin. Certain bacteria w'hich are found 
in the nitrogen-fixing nodules of clover 
roots will not multiply if the vitamin is 
not present. 

ine suDsiance nisi was isoialea six 

years ago by Prof. F. Kogl of Utrecht, 
Holland, who extracted a few hundred- 
thousandths of an ounce from more 

than a quarter of a ton of dried egg yolks 
imported from China. It was found to 
be identical with the material known to 
be present in various foods, which pro- 
tected animals from the egg-white dis- 
ease. 

The almost microscopic amount of the 
vitamin obtained by tne Dutch professor 
was distributed to laboratories through- 
out the world. It was so scarce and pre- 
cious that the distribution was in “gam- 
mas”—thousandths of a milligram. 

Four years later Prof. Du Vigneaud 
first isolated biotin in a crystalline form 
from liver and found it identical in its 
properties with the egg yolk material. 
Ever since he and his collaborators have 
worked on its chemical structure—the 
precise atoms which enter into its mole- 
cule and fftecisely how they are put to- 
gether—which is the necessary prelim- 
inary step for synthesizing anything. 

Perhaps the greatest difficulty was due 
to the extremely small amounts which 
the chemists could obtain. They always 
were microscopic. The successful con- 

clusion of the work places in the hands 
of physiologists—perhaps eventually of 
physicians—something so powerful, at 
least in its effects on certain forms 
of life, that its possibilities baffle the 
imagination. 

* ★ * * 
After exhaustive tests of more than fifl 

mixtures of copper, magnesium and 
silver, metallurgists of the United States 
Bureau of Mines have found a small 
group of such alloys from which can be 
made “nickelless nickels,” and have 
reported their results to the Treasury. 

Any one of these alloys, which differ 
from each other only in slightly different 
proportions of the three metals, can be 
used to make five-cent pieces which will 
be essentially indistinguishable from 
those which have been coined in the 
past. 

A few months ago it was thought that 
the problem was solved but Mint experts 
were not entirely satisfied since, they 
pointed out, the “nickel” is one of the 
most complicated of coins from a metal- 
lurgical viewpoint. 

It was agreed that the chief con- 

stituent must be copper. Mixture with 
magnesium produced a white metal 
which, however, was considerably lighter 
than the alloy desired. The Bureau of 
Mines scientists since have been trying 
to produce a balance by adding various 
amounts of the heavy and non-strategic 
metal, silver. 

It is expected that the Treasury will 
select one of the satisfactory substitutes 
offered it in a short time. 

The five-cent coin now in use contains 
25 per cent nickel, an essential in the 
manufacture of stainless steel and armor 

plate. 
At the end of 1941 about 450 tons of 

this metal were being consumed annu- 
ally to produce coins. If this could have 
been diverted to military use it would 
have meant 16,000 extra tons of armor 
plate. 

In their investigations the Bureau of 
Mines metallurgists have recognized that 
the new nickel should look like the old, 
that it should have a “ring” when 
dropped and should be white. It should 
be of comparable hardness so that the 
present presses can be used. If it were 
harder the dies would wear out too fast. 
If it were too soft the money would wear 
nut. trkn fact 

The nickel is the chief coin used in 
vending machines. These machines 
reject spurious ones in various ways— 
some of them if they do not have exactly 
the right diameter and thickness and 
some if they do not have exactly the 
same contour on their faces. Other ma- 
chines operate through such factors as 
magnetic properties, density and electric 
resistance. These three properties are 
inherent in the metal and can be ob- 
tained only by using the proper alloying 
constituents. Iron, for example, must be 
discarded because it so increases the 
magnetic properties. 

Some metals which might fill the speci- 
fications are not used because they are 
highly poisonous and children are iikely 
to swallow coins. Other metals, while 
having the proper density and other 
proper^es are too scarce. Copper gen- 
erally has been accepted as the base. 
This throws out such an element as lead, 
which will not mix properly with copper. 

Commends Miss Thompson 
On War Aims. 
To"the Editor of The Star. 

It seems to me that if Wilbur H. Close, 
who had a letter in The Star Wednesday 
headed “Thinks All Want to Know 
‘What We Are Fighting For,’ ” will read 
Dorothy Thompson's article in the same 
issue of The Star, he will get a very 
vivid statement of what we are fighting 
for and the extreme seriousness of the 
situation. A READER. 

THIS AND THAT I 
By Charles E. Tracetvell. 

“QUINCY STREET. 
“Dear Sir: 

“I live near the Soldiers’ Home and 
have been feeding pigeons and wild 
birds for many years. 

“Tiie pigeons are fed scratch feed, and 
sometimes, for a special treat, rice and 
hemp. 

“They appear on my roof each morn- 

ing and after they have eaten their 
breakfast they fly away. 

"So far they have never eaten the food 
placed out for the other birds or the 
squirrels. 

“I am very fond of pigeons and it is 
indeed distressing to think any one 
would shoot them. 

“Sincerely, M. S. C.” 
* * * * 

A great deal may be said for pigeons. 
They are universal birds, known the 

world around. In better days, they may 
have been said to tie the world to- 
gether, in a sense. 

Pigeons and doves belong to the same 

great group, and have much the same 

habits. 
In this country we have all the many 

breeds of pigeons collected from the 
entire world. 

The prevailing dove is the mourning, 
turtle or Carolina dove. 

The sound of the dove may be heard 
in any country or suburban district. 

* * * * 
The noise made by the pigeons is not 

as musical. Indeed, it is a distressing 
sound to many ears. 

Pigeons, of course, have never posed 
as songbirds. 

Tbpv arp flvprs anH ac curb arp nHl_ 

ized by men, especially in war. It has 
always seemed rather sad that man 

must make use of animals, such as 

horses and dogs, and various birds, such 
as canaries and pigeons, in his wars. 

Fortunately for the majority of birds, 
they can do nothing which man thinks 
helpful in a war. 

Man's relation with most of the birds, 
in times past, has been that of hunter. 
Even today thousands and thousands of 
birds are shot. 

The canary was found helpful in 
trench warfare, to give the first indica- 
tion of poison gas. It keeled over at 
the first whiff, long before it was de- 
tected by the soldiers. 

The pigeon is widely used as a carrier 
of messages. There are times and places 
when and where it far outstrips the 
radio. 

* * * * 
In the air, the pigeon is king. 
Even persons who do not like them at 

bird feeding stations will admit that few 
birds excel them on the wing. 

There is nothing prettier than the 
great circles w-hich pigeAis make in 
coming down to a landing. 

Capable and yet cautious, they seldom 
if ever fly directly to their mark. 

Even when carrying messages, they 
generally do not fly directly in, but 
prefer to perch for a time nearby, to 
see if the coast is clear. 

This sometimes gives enemy gunners 
a chance to pick them off. 

This peculiarity is often disconcerting 
to men who race the birds. A winner 
will come in, but cannot be lured to the 
clocking machine, where the leg band 
must be deposited to register its time 
of arrival. 

Precious minutes go by, and the owner 

sees himself losing the race, while he 
tries to lure the bird down to the loft. 

* * * * 

We have often watched the pigeons 
at Ninth and D streets. 

There are several hundred of them 
in this band. 

They spend much of their time on the 
roofs of buildings in that vicinity. 

Pigeons are quite graceful on the 
ground, despite their heaviness, but it 
is in the air that they excel. Their per- 
sistence after food is amazing. Being 
fat, they evidently can live without food 
much longer than the average bird. 
They like corn, although it is supposed 
to be bad for them. The wild forms 
which live off the neighborhood are not 
as sensitive to too much corn as the 
better breeds. 

Pigeons build up habits as powerful 
as those made by mankind. They appear 
in a given neighborhood at exactly the 
same time every day, and usually fly in 
from the same direction. 

t 

They spend a great deal of time pick- 
ing up food in the streets in suburban 
sections, where not many cars are 

going by. 
In the downtown areas, they frequent 

the gutters, where they often seem in I 
danger of losing their lives, but are so 
clever that they seldom get hit. 

Bus drivers, in fact, do not watch out 
viiviu, uctnuot Wicjr IV11U W umu tlicy 

will get out of the way just in the 
nick of time. 

* * * * 

Feeding the pigeons has been a favor- 
ite recreation of many persons in the 
public parks. 

The sight of scores of pigeons around 
a bench is familiar to every one who has 
lived in Washington for as little as 
a week. 

They greedily eat corn or dry bread. 
In some cases the bread is too dry and 
must be crushed wdth the heel or 
moistened before the birds can take it. 

Crumbs left by Government workers, 
who gather in all the parks at noontime, 
feed scores of sparrows and pigeons. 

The squirrels, too, benefit by the kind- 
ness of the workers, w'ho offer them 
peanuts. 

Much good can be said of the pigeons, 
in that they add to the color of the city, 
in a time wdien color and romance seem 
to be slowly going out of life. 

The pigeon belongs to an old and 
capable race, whose motto long has been: 
If we cannot find food one place, we 

will find it another. The important 
thing is to keep on trying.” 

Hence those who do not like pigeons 
at their bird feeding stations need not 
feel they are endangering the lives of the 
birds. The canny pigeons will find food | 
some place. 

Letters to the Editor 
Praises Endeavor 
To Serve the Truth. 
To the Editor of The Star. 

Without meaning to play on any single 
string of favoritism—for your colum- 
nists all are good!—I still must com- 

mend, especially — and in this ‘T’d 
Rather Be Right”—the splendid com- 
ments by Samuel Grafton on “The Four 
Freedoms” (why only four?) in The Star 
for October 8. 

I am constantly impressed by the 
thought—as no doubt others are—that 
if the columnists, who speak with such 
evident sincerity, were given the oppor- 
tunity to change places with some of the 
high officials, they easily might help to 
build tomorrow’s world on a foundation 
of honor, decency and humanitarianism, 
so sure, so strong, there could be no pos- 
sibility of any backfire. j 

John Oxenham, writing his “High Al- 
tars” in 1918, said: “We recognize that 
the world is suffering a supreme scourg- 
ing, but we recognize also that the 
world deserved and needed it. We do 
not look upon this war as a punishment 
sent of God—except inasmuch-as all suf- 
fering is sin’s own punishment. And 
punishment for all our falling away 
from the higher things w'e all undoubt- 
edly deserved—and needed. We regard 
this that has come upon us therefore— 
simply, yet complexly—as the natural 
and inevitable outcome of the evils we 
had allowed to grow up, both in the 
state and beyond it, without any attempt 
at their suppression. ... We brought this 
punishment on ourselves therefore, and 
all punishment, in intention at all events, 
is preventive and educative—is intended 
to stay the ill-doing, and to lead to a 

desire for better things. 
“Are we, as a nation, learning our les- 

son? Is the world learning it? Until 
we all do so the war will probably go on. 

“Just as we feel that our work will 
not be fully accomplished till militarism 
and despotism generally are all com- 

pletely annihilated, now and forever, and 

sorrow this may ehtail upon us, we can- 
not stay our hands until they are, so 
our own suffering may have to continue 
till our own defects are eradicated. 

"A sharp check and a round twist were 
necessary unless we were all to go head- 
long to perdition. The check and the 
twist will cost the world (millions of 
lives)—the very flower of the nations— 
untold millions of broken men—and 
treasure of all kinds beyond our compu- 
tation or understanding. 

“When it is all over, the world will be 
incomparably the poorer—and so may 
find itself incomparably the richer. It 
depends entirely on itself—and on each 
one of ourselves. 

"This war we believe to be intended 
to turn us as a nation, and the world 
as a great family of nations, back to God. 
Until that high purpose is fulfilled we 

may have to go on suffering. And better 
so than that, through any treacherous 
half-peace, we should sink back into the 
slough of selfish ease from which our 

awakening £as been so drastic and so 
rough.” 

Certainly, those words must be in ac- 
cord with the attitude of mind of The 
Star and its able columnists, I believe, 
and, aa one who love* his country, may 
Z oommspd the good, honest endeavor 
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you are making to bring sincerity of pur- 
pose and unmistakable truth to the 
people? GREGORY DEXTER. 

Complains About Words 
That Are Not Positive. 
To the Editor of The Star. 

‘'Tlie War Effort." Here is a combi- 
nation of words that ought to be ban- 
ished for all time. 

It is an expression that implies futility. 
It inspires no hope. 

It is college professor talk. It is verbi- 
age indicative of uncertainty—the blurb 
of the fellow who is fumbling around, j He means well but admits only that he | 
is trying. He confesses that he leaves 
a lot to chance. 

On July 4, 1776, those delegates to 
the Continental Congress who voted for 
that immortal resolution did not call it 
an effort. They went all the way down 
the line and declared their independ- 
ence. It was a rough winter at Valley 
Forge but no time was lost in discus- 
sions "of efforts to keep warm. The sol- 
diers shivered but kept on drilling. 

In 1898 Dewey did not talk about 
efforts to meet the Spanish fleet. He 
smasnea it and took Manila. 

In 1918 did we hear any Yanks buzzing 
around about an effort to take the Hin- 
denburg line? One autumn morning 
they went over the top and kept on 

going until the Kaiser ran away—till 
his troops cried ‘'kamarad'’ and quit. 

So let us forever put a quietus on 
"war effort.” 

Let it be eliminated from presidential 
speeches and messages. Silence it in 
Congress. Chase it off the radio. Kill 
it for all time. 

Instead, let us think and speak of our 

determination to win the war. 

Then we will speak positively and 
infer no half-way measures, no ques- 
tions, no doubts, no ifs. 

Then we will say what we mean and 
mean what we say. S. T. 

Contrasts Small-Salaried Man 
With Independent Girls. 
To the Bdltor of’the Stir: 

I have read in the paper a paragraph 
about girls in Washington who earn $1,« 
440 a year and who, when they have 
paid the new taxes, will not be able to 
make ends meet. 

Well, what would you and what would 
they think of a married man whose 

•wages are only $1,620 a year and who 
has a much harder problem to solve? 
He pays $50 a month rent, must take 
care of doctors’ and dentists’ bills, has 
to have at least a few clothes. Where 
do you suppose he will get off? He 
works nine hours or more overtime a 
week and does' not get paid for it. 

I'm not unpatriotic, I have an only 
son in the Army, but this ^lk about the 
"poor” girls and not a thing about a 

man with a family to support makes me 

oritloaL MRS. M. 
< 

Haskin's Answers 
To Questions 

By Frederic J. Haskin. 

A reader can get the answer to any 
question of fact by writing The Eve- 

ning Star Information Bureau, Fred- 
eric J. Haskin, director, Washington, 
D. C. Please inclose stamp lor return 

postage. 
Q. How many speeches did Wendell 

Willkie make in the 1940 presidential 
campaign?—K. N. B. 

A Mr. Willkie made 540 speeches 
during the 1940 campaign. 

Q. What is the average age of moving 
picture stars?—H. H. 

A. A survey made last year revealed 
the fact that the median age was 42. 

* 

Q. How many breeds of dogs are 

there?—A. E. R. 
A. The American Kennel Club recog- 

nizes 104 breeds, all belonging to six 

major groups. These groups are: Grey- 
hounds, wolfhounds, hounds, spaniels, 
terriers and mastiffs. 

Q. How many political parties are 

there in England?—H. S. S. 
A. The following parties are repre- 

sented in Parliament: Conservative, Na- 
tional Labor, Liberal National, National, 
Labor, Independent Labor, Liberal, In- 

dependent Liberal, Communist, Inde- 

pendent. 

Q. What gun had the longest range 
in the last war?—M. P. 

A. The War Department says that 
the German long-range run had the 

longest range of any gun fired by either 
side in the First World War. It was 240 
mm. in caliber and fired a distance of 
75 miles. 

Q. Has an estimate been made of the 
surface area of a human being?—F. Y. 

A. It is estimated that most adults 
have a surface area of l1^ to 2 square 
meters. This is equivalent to 16 and 
21’ square feet. 

Q. What is meant by the term "chi- 
aroscuro”?—L. C. D. 

A. It is the distribution of light and 
shade so effected in a picture that these 
elements are of mutual aid. Among the 
masters of chiaroscuro are Correggio, 
regarded as its inventor, and Rembrandt, 
who developed it to its farthest limits. 

Parties and Games—Halloween calls 
for a distinctive type of entertain- 
ment. According to the old Celtic 
calendar this was the last day of the 
year, and the night when witches 
were abroad and held their wicked 
revels. Thus came the eerie note 
which characterizes our celebrations 
on this day. Novel ideas and sug- 

| gestions for Halloween as well as 

| parties for every season of the year 
are included in this 44-page booklet. 
A special chapter is devoted to chil- 
dren's games and parties. To secure 
your copy inclose 15 cents in coin, 
wrapped in this clipping, and mail to 
The Star Information Bureau. 

Name 

Address 

Q. How much of Egypt is habitable? 
—C. C. E. 

A. Most of Egypt is desert, and the 
only habitable portion extends no farther 
east and west than the waters of the 

Nile can be utilized. The fertile region 
is smaller in area than the State of 
Maryland. 

Q Is it true that there is no such 
thing as a cipher that cannot be 
solved?—S. W. 

A Though this statement is often 
made, there is in existence a manuscript 
written in the Middle Ages by Roger 
Bacon in a cipher that has remained 
unsolved. 

Q. Is there really a place called Sleepy 
Hallow as described in Washington 
Irving's legend?—B. R. E. 

A. Sleepy Hollow, a valley near Tarry- 
town, N. Y„ is the locale of the “Legend 
of Sleepy Hollow.” Irving is buried in 
the graveyard of the old Dutch church 
there. 

G>. Did Charles A. Lindbergh take a 

kitten with him on his trans-Atlantic 
flight?—E. O. 

A. No animal accompanied him. While 
at Curtis Field, N. Y., he found a kitten 
named Patsy, which he considered tak- 

ing with him but later decided against 
it, because he was afraid she might be 
killed. 

Q Who wrote the text of Handel's 
“Messiah"?—B. F. M., 

A. Tire text was written by an English 
clergyman, Charles Jennens. 

Q. Why was Lily Langtry called the 
Jersey Lily?—F. R. A. 

A. The actress was born on the Isle 
of Jersey in the English Channel. Sir 
John Millais painted her picture with a 

Jersey lily in her hand and bestowed 
this sobriquet on the famous beauty. 

Q. Why is Chinese written up and 
down and read from right to left?—P. L. 

A. Originally the Chinese wrote on 
narrow strips of wood five-eighths of an 
inch wide and 9 inches long, so it was 

necessary for them to write vertically. 
The strips were then tied together by 
strings at the top and bottom like a 

picket fence. Since the writer would 
naturally place the strip he had writ- 
ten at his right, the first piece would 
be the one farthest from him. Joined 
in this way, they were read vertically 
and from right to left. 

Club Meeting 
"Most interesting,” was the afternoon 

When all the world’s disaster was 
discussed: 

The dissonance where once there 
was a tune, \ 

Fertility that’s dying now to dust. 

The fire spreading through those 
other lands 

And coming closer (so the speaker 
said). 

Must be extinguished, even with our 
hands! 

They heard politely, quiet and 
well bred. 

The times were difficult—but what 
of that? 

For it would be the supper hour 
SOOTHS 

In comfortable apathy they sat. 
“Most interesting,” was the after- 

noon. 

MARIAN GLEASON. 
\ 


